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SUMMARY
Studies of the United States Space Transporation System show that in the
mld-to-late 1990s expanded capabilities for Orbital Transfer Vehicles (OTV)
will be needed to meet Increased payload requirements for transporting mate-
rials and possibly men to geosynchronous orbit. ;
go This paper presents discussion and observations relative to .the propul-
o sion system Issues of space basing, aeroassist compatibility, man ratability
^ and enhanced payload delivery capability. These issues will require resolu-
tion prior to the development of a propulsion system for the advanced OTV. ;
The NASA program in support of advanced propulsion for an OTV is briefly
described along with conceptual engine design characteristics.
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents observations and discusses a number of issues related
to the design of a propulsion system for an advanced Orbit Transfer Vehicle
(OTV). It also includes a review of ongoing NASA sponsored efforts on
advanced OTV propulsion systems. >;'
For the 1990s and beyond it is envisioned that an integrated Space Trans-
poration System consisting of the Space Shuttle, a Space Station, an Orbit
Maneuvering Vehicle and an Orbit Transfer Vehicle will exist to deploy, ser-
vice and retrieve payloads in high or geosynchronous orbit (6EO). The system
would operate as shown in figure 1. In this scenario, the Space Shuttle would
deliver and return payloads to the station located in low/earth orbit. Poten-
tial payloads would include spacecraft to be placed in higher orbits, Orbit
Transfer Vehicles and propellants to transport them, as well as supplies for
the space station and free flying payloads for low earth orbit. It 1s
envisioned that in addition to its scientific and industrial roles, the space,
station will become the operations and service center for Orbit Transfer
Vehicles. Payloads from the Shuttle would be mated to the OTV, propellants
loaded and prelaunch checkouts conducted. Upon return the OTV would rendez-
vous with the Space Station, payloads would be retrieved and maintenance per-
formed to ready the OTV for the next mission. The Orbit Maneuvering Vehicle
would serve as the utility spacecraft for low earth orbit. It transfers pay-
loads and supplies between the Shuttle and Space Station as well as places,
retrieves and services free flying satellites in low earth orbits. The Orbit
Transfer Vehicle would operate primarily between low earth orbit and geosyn-
chronous orbit as a reusable spacecraft and as an expendable vehicle for
planetary missions.
The role of the Orbit Transfer Vehicle in placing, retrieving and ser-
vicing payloads in high earth orbits represents a significant departure from
current design and operational philosophy for upper stages and is driven by
the need to achieve significant reductions in payload placement costs. It is
envisioned that the advanced OTV will be a reusable vehicle, based and main-
tained primarily at the space station. The vehicle will be man rated and suf-
ficiently versatile to cost effectively perform planetary transfers and place-
ment of large, acceleration-limited, space structures in geosynchronous
orbit. The vehicle will incorporate some form of aeroassist on return to the
low earth orbit as shown in figure 2. This maneuver uses the drag induced by
the earth's atmosphere to reduce the OTV velocity and thereby reduces the pro-
pell ants required for the retroburn. As shown in figure 3 payload delivery
with aeroassist is nearly double that of an all propulsive return vehicle and
only 25 percent below the expendable vehicle.
The cost effectiveness of an advanced Orbit Transfer Vehicle has been the
subject of several government and industry studies; most recently in connec-
tion with studies (refs. 1 to 8) of space station needs. As shown in table 1
(ref. 2), the cost per payload pound to geosynchronous orbit for a reusable
space-based, cryogenically-fueled OTV has been projected to be significantly
less than its competitors. Life cycle cost advantage of course is dependent
upon the assumed mission model, but as shown in table 2 (ref. 2), over one
billion dollars per year could be saved based on 75 percent market share of
potential 23 OTV missions per year.
PROPULSION ISSUES
The characteristics envisioned for an advanced Orbit Transfer Vehicle
offer a number of opportunities and challenges to the designers of propulsion
systems. In particular, the impacts of space basing, compatibility with aero-
assist maneuvering and man ratability must be included for the first time in
addition to enhanced payload delivery capability. Propulsion studies
(refs. 9 to 11) and discussions among government and industry have defined
numerous options and approaches which could be utilized.
Space Basing
Early studies (refs. 12 to 14) of reusable Orbit Transfer Vehicles
assumed the OTV would be flown into LEO with its payload and returned for
maintenance on earth. More recently studies have focused on the benefits of
basing and maintaining the OTV in space. These studies (refs. 1 to 8 and 15)
have shown generally positive results for space basing ranging from approxi-
mately 10 percent to 100 percent cost savings over a ground based OTV depend-
ing on the mission model, vehicle characteristics and propellent costs. The
space based Orbit Transfer Vehicle has the additional advantages of increased
payload length capability. The full shuttle bay can be utilized for the pay-
load since the payload and OTV are being mated in orbit.
The space based OTV propulsion issues reside primarily in the design
philosophy to be adopted for health monitoring and maintenance of a resuable
propulsion system. The OTV and Space Station studies have identified a number
of options for OTV servicing including pressurized shirt sleeve enclosures,
remote mechanized servicing and space suited astronauts. It 1s anticipated
that the propulsion system could be made space serviceable at the subcompo-
nent, component or total engine levels 1f cost effective. Accessibility of
the engine and Its subelements will need to be addressed since current prac-
tice 1s to minimize packaging volume and to use welded and flanged joints with
numerous bolts. As shown 1n figure 4 (ref. 11) a number of possibilities
exist with more open, accessible designs or plug-In components on a pallet.
A servicing philosophy of preventive maintenance coupled with graceful
component degradation and removal-for-cause will need to be developed. In
particular a determination of engine subelements which can be replaced without
compromising flight certification will be required, as well as, a spares
stocking policy.
A critical element of an advanced space based OTV engine will be Its
health monitoring system. This system will be a key contributor to mainte-
nance decisions, provide the automated checkout for pre and post flight
Inspection and guide flight decisions by warning of anomalous conditions. The
design architecture of this system will be significantly Influenced by the
selected maintenance philosophy and the service environment. Sensor capabil-
ities may need to be significantly upgraded over the technology of the reus- .
able Space Shuttle main engine to support this architecture. . * ......
Aeroasslst Compatibility .
-"
 l
 ' '
Aeroasslst has emerged as an attractive technology for enhancing the -
capabilities of reusable Orbit Transfer Vehicles. As shown 1n figure 5, the v
required total OTV mass for a typical manned mission can be nearly halved by
utilizing aeroasslst technology. Approximately eighty million dollars would
be saved by eliminating the Shuttle flight to deliver the additional propel-
lants. If missions are constrained to single shuttle launch capability, aero-
asslst would be mission enabling for manned servicing of satellites In GEO.
A number of aeroasslst concepts have been conceived and studied by gov-
ernment and Industry (refs. 16 to 18). As shown 1n figure 6 these have ranged
from low 11ft to drag concepts (< 0.75) such as the Inflatable ballute and
aerodynamic brake through moderate (0.75 to 1.5) 11ft to drag blconlc shapes, '
to high (> 1.5) 11ft to drag vehicles. The operational considerations and
limitations of these concepts differ significantly, creating a challenging
environment for the propulsion designer. ,>,
A key operational concern 1s Introduced by the variability of the earth's
atmosphere which displays a degree of nonunVformlty 1n density. While prog-
ress has been made 1n prediction of the general atmospheric variations, more .
localized, seeming random pockets of density nonunlformlty have been found .
which cannot be predicted. Since aeroasslst OTVs rely on the atmosphere to
reduce the velocity for LEO Insertion, atmospheric variability, and worse,
unpredictability considerably complicate guidance, navigation and control
algorithms. Use of the propulsion system 1n either rapid stepwlse or continu-
ously throttlable thrust modes for drag modulation may be necessary to achieve
the required orbital accuracy.
Another operational concern may surface from unreliability associated
with aeroasslst concepts. Should a failure of the aeroassist elements occur
preceding or during the atmospheric pass, the propulsion system may be
required to perform at emergency levels to save the vehicle and payload.
An important issue for propulsion compatibility with aeroassist concepts
is the engine length. In general, aeroassist concepts to date prefer short
engine length with high engine performance. Reasons for short length include
management of the center of gravity in the Shuttle payload bay, reduced weight
of vehicle, improved packaging and improved control characteristics.
Approaches to short engine length while maintaining high engine performance
have included multiple small engines with fixed high area ratio nozzles and
larger engines with high area ratio nozzles which can be extended and
retracted. Since both approaches appear acceptable, the selection will hinge
on other considerations, such as complexity, reliability and cost.
Man Ratabillty
NASA and Contractor Mission Models project manned missions to geosyn-
chronous orbit beginning in the late 1990s. These missions are primarily to
service or repair satellites although retrieval of payloads from GEO is also
envisioned.
The definition of man ratability is a primary issue in terms of estab-
lishing propulsion design requirements. Surveys of historical precedents
reveal that no universal definition has existed. The degree of allowable risk
for astronauts that industry and government consider acceptable has varied
considerably. Approaches to reducing the perceived risks have included fail-
ure analysis to identify and replace single point failure sites with redun-
dancy and design approaches which incorporate large safety factors. In both
cases considerable system weight and complexity have been introduced, often
without quantifiable benefit.
A quantifiable approach which has been suggested for determining required
man rated reliability is based on historical career mortality risks
(ref. 13). As shown in figure 7 the 1969 historical mortality risks for jet
fighter pilots and astronauts were considerably higher than airline pilots and
policemen. If, in the future, we wish to make the OTV astronaut's risk simi-
lar to that of a commercial pilot, an OTV mission reliability of at least
0.9986 would be required for an astronaut with 10 career flights. Lower OTV
reliability is acceptable at greater astronaut risk.
Use of mortality data to define OTV reliability may only establish mini-
mum reliability levels. The mortality approach would only be based upon crew
safety considerations and in most scenarios the payload and mission objectives
would be sacrificed. High spacecraft costs including acquisition, launch and
insurance, as well as urgent military payloads may require that mission suc-
cess reliability exceed man rated reliability.
After establishing required OTV system reliability, assignment of accept-
able levels of reliability to the various subsystems is the next step as shown
in figure 8. This would be based on projections of historical data or actual
test data when available. In the case illustrated, the main propulsion system
contributes 25 percent of the total unreliability and must be 0.9996 reliable
to meet the man rating criteria. It should be noted that this approach can be
extended to Include reliability associated with OTV mainte- nance, storage,
orbital debris and even the utilization of a rescue vehicle, crew shelters or
direct earth return capability.
Assignment of propulsion subsystem reliability is of course a function of
the subsystem design maturity. For the propulsion system of an advanced OTV a
number of design approaches incorporating quantifiable component reliability,
and graceful degradation coupled with redundancy and design margins have been
suggested. While multiple engine configurations are generally accepted as
necessary, considerable uncertainty remains over the number of engines and if
multiple components should be included. These issues will ultimately be
resolvable through life cycle cost analysis comparing the degree of redundancy
and component reliability. ,
Enhanced Payload Delivery Capability
Mission models for Orbit Transfer Vehicles contain a wide range of mis-
sion types'in terms of payload mass, volume, length and operational concerns.
These require enhanced payload delivery capability. The primary^requirements
for the propulsion system are for increased thrust range for mission versatil-
ity and higher performance with reduced maintainence for lower payload
delivery costs. In addition, most mission models have a fair degree of uncer-
tainty and often do not extend much into the next century. Based upon the
experience with the Centaur upper stage and the RL10 engines it would be rea-
sonable to expect that the OTV and propulsion system will need capability for
growth well.beyond their original configuration.
A wide variety of OTV configurations and operational approaches have been
proposed to provide the required mission versatility. These include the vari-
ous aeroassist concepts, multistage vehicles, propellant combinations and
basing modes as well as multiple burn strategies. The primary propulsion
issue resides in satisfying the wide thrust range requirement imposed by the
various missions in a cost effective manner. .
Total thrust levels for the OTV missions range from the low levels
imposed by transport of large acceleration limited space structures and the
use of the low thrust exhaust plume for thermal protection of some aeroassist
concepts up to the high thrust levels needed by priority military payloads,
manned missions and planetary injection. Several solutions have been proposed
to satisfy these requirements including multimode engine operation to give
several discrete thrust levels, fully throttlable operation and multiple
engine operation. The optimum approach will need to be interactively resolved
with the vehicle and operational scenario. , ,
With regard to cost effectiveness of payload delivery by an advanced OTV,
it is anticipated that the predominant GEO delivery costs will continue to be
associated with initial placement in low earth orbit prior to transfer to
GEO. As projected in figure 8 (ref. 2) for a space based cryogenic OTV, only
5 percent of the total costs are related to the OTV operations while 95 per-
cent is associated with payload and propellant delivery to LEO. Other studies
with storable propellents show similar results. Consequently reduction of
propellent requirements by Increasing engine performance can have a
significant effect on payload placement costs with generally 1 sec of Isp
being worth $1 million per OTV flight because of reduced Shuttle launch
requirements. For this reason, it is generally accepted that the high per-
formance of cryogenic hydrogen-oxygen propellants are the most cost effective
propellants for a reusable OTV. As shown in figure 10 when the reduced pro-
pel lant costs from increased performance are accumulated over a typical mis-
sion model (ref. 19) from 1994 to 2000 considerable cost savings are possible.
Another issue relative to propulsion system cost is maintenance and
engine life. It has been projected that space based maintenance operations
will cost on the order of $50 000 per hour and that removal and replacement of
an engine will consume 18 to 25 hours (ref. 20). This suggests that propul-
sion designs will need to have long life between removal, that maintenance be
minimized and that designing for maintainability should be pursued.
ADVANCED OTV PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY
To meet the propulsion requirements for advanced OTV, NASA has estab-
lished the Advanced OTV Propulsion Technology Program. The program's objec-
tive is to establish by the early 1990s the technology base for high perfor-
mance, multiple restarts, variable thrust orbital transfer propulsion systems
which could be man rated, space basable and compatible with aeroassist maneu-
ver vehicles.
As a precursor to the development of an advanced OTV propulsion system,
this program will allow the latest technology to be incorporated into the
advanced engine while providing a low risk, minimum cost development program.
APPROACH
The advanced OTV propulsion technology program has been structured around
a projected need date for an advanced engine of 1995 with a development pro-
gram beginning in 1.991. The technology program is composed of three elements:
Conceptual designs and technology definition. - consisting of study
efforts to conceptually define advanced OTV propulsion systems and to iden-
tify, screen and propose advanced technology concepts at the subcomponent,
component and propulsion system levels which would benefit the future OTV pro-
pulsion system.
Exploratory research. - Consisting of analytical and experimental efforts
to evaluate advanced technology concepts critical to the success of future OTV
propulsion systems.
Critical component technology. - To experimentally verify the technology
readiness of critical components.
A programmatic schedule is shown in table III. Conceptual Design and
Technology Definition was initiated in 1981 with three rocket engine manufac-
turers and will continue throughout the program, generating technology con-
cepts for advanced propulsion systems. Exploratory Research has been initi-
ated in 1983 while the Critical Component Technology would begin in 1986.
Propulsion System Characteristics
The propulsion system characteristics for this program have been dis-
cussed 1n detail 1n reference 21 and are presented 1n table IV and table V.
Based upon these characteristics Conceptual Designs and Technology Definition
Studies were Initiated 1n 1981 with Aerojet TechSystems Company, United Tech-
nologies Corporatlon-Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group and Rockwell
Internet1onal-Rocketdyne Division, to define propulsion concepts for an
advanced Orbit Transfer Vehicle and to Identify the technologies which would
be required to demonstrate readiness for a Design, Development Test and Engi-
neering (DDT E) program 1n the early 1990s. The concepts and technologies
defined by each Contractor have been discussed 1n reference 21 and are sum-,
marl zed 1n figure 11. ' .:
All utilize the expander power cycle rather than the staged combustion
cycle. Pratt & Whitney and Rocketdyne use the hydrogen expander cycle while
Aerojet uses a hydrogen and oxygen expander cycle. By applying advanced tech-
nology, the chamber pressure of the simpler expander cycle can be Increased so
that performance 1s comparable with a staged combustion cycle engine of simi-
lar size while retaining superior life features of the expander cycle. All
the engine concepts utilize high chamber pressure and large area ratio nozzles
to obtain high performance.
The Aerojet single engine thrust level of 3000 pounds was selected to
facilitate multiple engine Installation, reflecting Aerojet's approach to
reliability for a man rated OTV. Similarly the selection by the other Con-
tractors of 15 000 pounds thrust concepts reflects their current assessment of
manned missions and man rating of OTVs. A single engine OTV 1s optimally
sized at nominally 15 000 pounds thrust for manned GEO missions and with suit-
able backup systems may represent a viable approach to man rating the vehicle.
Hydrogen turbopump speeds are well beyond the state-of-the-art for all
concepts. Each engine concept utilizes a different approach. Aerojet's
turbopump has the highest operating speed. The design utilizes hydrostatic
bearings for long life and stiff shaft approach to avoid operation above the
first critical speed. Pratt & Whitney's turbopump utilizes roller bearings
and an extremely stiff shaft design to avoid the 1st critical speed. Rocket-
dyne's turbopump design operates between the 3rd and 4th critical speed and
could encounter subsynchronous whirl.
The oxygen turbopump of the .Aerojet concept 1s oxygen driven while
Pratt & Whitney and Rocketdyne favor conventional hydrogen drive. Oxygen
drive presents some Interesting options 1n engine packaging and eliminates
Interpropellant seals. However, the metal Ignition hazard must be carefully
addressed. Only Pratt & Whitney has gear driven turbomachlnery. This
approach simplifies control, but represents a considerable technology chal-
lenge to obtain long engine life and low maintenance.
For propulsion system control, Aerojet and Rocketdyne have selected
closed loop control to maintain flexibility for optimum mission performance
and 1n Aerojet's case to enable multiple engine thrust vector control.
Pratt & Whitney has selected the open loop control method. All engine con-
cepts would provide sufficient monitoring sensors to establish maintenance
needs.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Analyses of mission models for Orbit Transfer Vehicles generally support
the need for developing a new vehicle with enhanced capabilities. The eco-
nomic arguments suggest that this vehicle be reusable, space basable and uti-
lize aeroassist technology. With missions ranging from manned servicing of
satellites to low acceleration transfer of large structures, the vehicle must
be highly versatile, reliable and cost effective.
It is anticipated that the new vehicle will embody significant departures
from current design and operational philosophy for upper stages. The NASA
program for Advanced OTV Propulsion is addressing the issues of reuse, space
basing, aeroassist, man ratability and low cost payload delivery capability
with regard to the propulsion system. This will provide the technology base
for development, in the 1990s, of an advanced engine engineered for the needs
of the next century.
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TABLE I. -OTV ECONOMIC COMPARISONS
Cost-per-pound to geosynchronous orbit
$17 000/1b | PAM-D
'PAH-on$21 000/lb
$21 000/lb PAM-A
$30 000/lb IUS
| $9000/1b I Shuttle/Centaur
Shuttle-based OTV[$13 000/lb
[$6000/1b | Space-based OTV
TABLE II. - OTV ECONOMIC BENEFITS ANALYSIS (1984$)
[Economic benefit per OTV mission = $125.5M - $62.9M = $62.6M;
average number of OTV missions per year (1994-2000) = 17.3;
OTV economic benefit per year = $62.6M x 17.3 = $1.08
billion.]
Cost factor
(per 10 000 Ib of payload)
Upper stage cost
Upper stage delivery to LEO
Payload delivery to LEO
Operations/spares costs
Propellant delivery to LEO
Total
Mission cost, millions of
OTV
0.5
0.5
45.4
3.0
13.5
62.9
dollars
Competitor average3
17.0
108,5 (Includes
0
0
0
payload)
125.5
aPAM-D. PAM-D11, Leasat, PAM-A, Atlas/Centaur, Shuttle/
Centaur, TOS, Shuttle-based OTV.
TABLE III - ADVANCED OTV PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM SCHEDULE
81 82
Fiscal year
8 4 8 3 86 8 7 8 8 8 9 90 91 92
Element
Conceptual designs and
technology definition
I I T J I I
Initial propulsion
system definition
I I 1 1 1
Final propulsion
system definition-;
(-Technology
! verification
Exploratory research
Critical component
technology ±
Technology readiness
TABLE IV. - REQUIRED ADVANCED OTV PROPULSION SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Characteristic
Propellants - fuel
oxldlzer
Vacuum thrust (design point range)3
Engine mixture ratio, 0/F (design point)
Engine mixture ratio range, 0/F
Propellent Inlet temperature - Hydrogen
oxygen
Thrust vector control
Start cycle
Requirement
Hydrogen
Oxygen
10 000 to 25 000 LBF
6.0
5.0 to 7.0
37.8° R
162.7°
±6.0
(square pattern)
Ch 111 down with propulsive
propellants, engine start
Inlets at propellent tank
pressure.
aVacuum thrust range may be obtained from either a single engine or
dumping of
with pump
vapor
multiple
engine configurations having total thrust within the specified range.
TABLE V. - ADVANCED OTV PROPULSION
SYSTEM GOALS
Characteristic Goal
Vacuum specific Impluse, Ib-sec/lbm
Vacuum thrust throttle ratio
Net positive suction head, ft-lbf/lbm
Hydrogen
Oxygen
Weight, Ibm
Length (stowed), 1n.
Reliability
Service life
Between overhauls, cycles/hr
Service free, cycles/hr
520
30:1
0
0
360
40
1.0
500/20
100/4
STATION OPERATIONS
SERVICE OPERATIONS
LAUNCH AND RECOVERY OPERATIONS
Figure 1. - Integrated space transportation systems. IWs scenario.
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Figure 2. - Aeroassisted vehicle maneuver.
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Figure 3. - OTV payload capability for GEO delivery.
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Figure 4. - STS/Space basable packaging concepts.
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Figure 5. - OTV gross weight sensitivity and payload capability for manned missions as
a function of engine performance.
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Figure 7. - Manned OTV mission reliability requirements.
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